From Yves Ngunzi : As far as localisation is concerned, if the question was how L/NNGO involved
successfully International actors and what factors lead to the success? Do we have examples
From Mary Lynne : challenge: Top-down system where the ones on top did not fully understand or
experience what the locals are experiencing... Fund-based projects, with less skills of the actors to
address real problems or because they are not in the area where disasters occurred
From Learning Team : good point Mary - please everyone feel free to share their thoughts and
questions in the chat! We will open up for discussion shortly
From jamila nawaz : very good suggestions
From Divina Tanaleon : coordinating with the existing network is a good strategy to work in
synchronize with other organization rather than working alone.
From Dyan Rodriguez : Question: If you can cite one good example, most striking contribution of
DEPP in the localisation campaign in your countries. Thanks!
From Vittorio Infante : in terms of working with government, the points raised by Esteban make
perfect sense - what do the panellists think would be the case to follow when there's more political
tension between govt and humanitarian organisations - see for example now in Myanmar Rohingya
emergency the govt is against NGOs and restricted space. Any thoughts?
From Masood Ali Khan : How can we include the indicators of the preparedness activities in other
projects related to health or skills development, I mean we may have financial constraints and other
limitations
From Mubbalya Crespo : great we have good experience in Uganda with Oxfam and VEDCO ,the big
challenge though is coordination of humanitarian actors here in Uganda
Also sharing of critical information in a timely manner.
rom Mubbalya Crespo : The experience in this campaign that I can share is the way VEDCO Uganda
worked together with the district of Lamwo to push for establishment of Palabek refugee settlement
with support from Oxfam under ELNHA project
From Learning Team : thanks everyone for the questions - we are collecting them and will try to
address them one by one. If we don't address them by the end we can try to get reflections on them
for the webinar summary we will share later
From Henock Hailu Misganaw : Engaging governments and communities in the design stage of
projects is critical for the implementation of projects and programmes. This has been a forgotten
practice and uptake of the project after the life time of the project. I really wonder to know why this
practice is difficult to implement? Any thought from the panellists?
From Divina Tanaleon : The common problem arises during emergency and disaster response with
local and national government is that at first they were not able to be part of the collaborative
efforts and plan of I/LNGO yet during response we are trying them to be involved and immersed and
as much as possible adapt to each I/LNGO standards... precisely, this would create chaos and noncompliance from their end
From Dyan Rodriguez : Good insights, thanks to the speakers for responding to my question!
From Hussein Abdulahi : Before the end, would you be able us to share the summary of the
discussions? or send it us via email

From Learning Team : Absolutely, we'll share a summary of the session via email later this week!
From Mary Lynne : Thank you, Learning Team and Speakers!
From Henock Hailu Misganaw : Very interesting discussion. Thank you for organizing this event!

